
Wearing Instructions For

Madeline

q This Costume is designed to be worn by someone of an average 
build and approximately 5’4’ to 5’9” tall.

q	The wearer ought to be of reasonable strength and stamina. 
q	T-shirt and shorts are best worn under the Costume. It’s advisable 

that the wearer drink plenty of liquids before and after the event.
q	The Costume must be worn wIThouT shoes.
q	Be sure to have a dress rehearsal. It takes two people about 10 to 

15 minutes to put on the Costume. Becoming comfortable in the 
Costume before the event will insure the best performance.

q	have Fun!!

     This is 
Madeline

fully assembled!

If you have  
any questions or 

problems please call 
Costume Specialists 

at  
1-800-596-9357

USA
Made in the



Additional Parts not shown:
Shoe Bag

Cleaning Instructions
Shipping Trunk
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This is 
 Madeline

Parts List!

Head w/attached Hat

2 Pr. Mitts

Leggings 1 Pr. Parade Shoes

Coat w/attached Dress 



1Put on the Leggings.

Make sure the wearers 
feet are throught the 
stirrups.

4Put on the Coat.

Tie and velcro the Dress 
front to the inside of the 
Coat. Button the Coat 
closed.

2Put on the Parade 
Shoes.

Make sure wearer has 
his/her feet under both 
Elastic straps located 
inside the Shoe. The 
middle strap can be 
adjusted by pulling 
up on the velcro and 
repositioning..
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5Locate the bright 
fabric covered 

Cooling Fan switch 
inside the Head. Turn 
the Cooling Fan on 
and off by pressing 
the Red button.

BE SURE TO TURN 
OFF THE FAN 
AFTER YOUR 

EVENT!

3Wrap the Ankle 
Straps around the 

wearer’s ankles and 
push it down in the 
Shoe.

This will secure the 
Parade Shoe on the 
wearer.

6Put on the Head.       
Fasten the chin strap 

by securing the Velcro. 

PLEASE NOTE:
If the Head does not fit 

comfortably or visibility 
is poor, any adjustments 

should be made now.

Please see the next step.



7Headgear
Adjustments:

Remove the Headgear 
by pulling it free from 

the Velcro. 
Locate the straps at-

tached to the front and 
back of the Headgear. 
Each can be adjusted 
by repositioning the      

Velcro.

8Headgear
Adjustments:

Adjust the chin strap by 
repositioning the Vel-
cro. Reseat the Head-

gear in the Head. 
NOTE:

The angle at which the 
Headgear is seated will 
also change the comfort 

and visibility.
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9Put on the Mitts. 10Madeline is 
now ready to 

entertain!


